








SUMMARY

Since the 1980's, a nuclear industry has been attempting to apply an

artificial intelligent system into MMIS. Such attempts have, especially, been

led by U.S.A, Japan and Halden, which were more active for studying an

artificial intelligent system. There are much areas to use an artificial

intelligent system into a nuclear industry, such as diagnosis and solution of a

fault, maintenance and repair, plan for rearrangement of nuclear fuel, and

probability risk assessment, etc. But now, there are major areas that diagnose

and solve faults in the nuclear power plants. Recently, there is an active trial

to use the results of probability risk assessment into the design of MMIS.

There is a few system of the diagnostic system for diagnosing the

whole faults in NPPs. There are reasons that it is very difficult to define th2

symptoms of the whole faults in NPPs, because these are very various and

complicate, and unreliable on an analysis to be the complicate relationships

between the symptoms. A diagnostic system is being developed such a small

system that is the more frequent faults or directly effects fault into a

operation and a safety of plants. Such a small diagnostic system gives a

diagnostic information into the alarm processing systems or the plant

information monitoring systems as integrated with these large systems.

There are two major methods of diagnosis of faults. The first method

is to make a misbehavior on components or processes into knowledge base

and the other is to make a misbehavior on components or processes into

processing model. The latter has the advantage of the former. The former

method is easy to find faults because it uses a symptom of the proper faults,



but it is necessary that there is the proper knowledge on faults of plants or

the symptom of faults is similar with the knowledge base. The latter is

difficult to make a model of fault mode, but it is not much analysis data and

it is possible to diagnose the unpredicted faults.

OASYS is one of the typical diagnostic systems on knowledge base

developed by KAIST. This provides the operator with the caused faults to

construct the knowledge structure on the fault mode of the main systems in

NPPs. ADIOS developed by KAERI processes the caused alarm to make a

pattern invoking alarm to knowledge base. The typical diagnostic systems as

a model-based system are MOAS-II and Halden's diagnostic systems etc.

These provides the operator with a root of misbehavior of plant processes by

real time modeling a behavior of plant processes. The diagnostic model of

major transients in ADIOS presents the operator failure of sensors and

hardware which are a root cause of major transients of plant processes.

In our country, several reactors such as a commercial reactor, a small

reactor, a liquid metal reactor, etc are being designed and developed. For the

sake of improving an availability and an operability of these reactors, a

diagnostic system for supporting operation needs to be developed. A

diagnostic system developed should be integrated with the information

monitoring system in terms of physical properties of plant processes.
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